Algerian Currency

The Algerian Dinar is the official currency of Algeria.

October 2008 Exchange Rate:
1 Algerian Dinar (DZD) = 0.0156 USD
1 USD = 64.125 DZD

One Hundred Dinars

The front of the banknote illustrates a charging army and horse riders.

The reverse of the one hundred dinars banknote displays an ancient galley ship.

One Thousand Dinars

Cave paintings from the Tassili n’Ajjer mountain range in the Sahara desert in Southeast Algeria are depicted on the one thousand dinars banknote.
Two Hundred Dinars

On the two hundred dinars banknote, a Koranic school and classroom are pictured.

Five Hundred Dinars

One of the greatest military commanders in history is featured on the five hundred dinars banknote.

Hannibal and his famous war elephants appear on the banknote.